DR. SCHNELL
SCHAUMKANONE

Area of application
The DR. SCHNELL foam cannon can be quickly applied to large areas of cleaning residue in foam form.

Application
The container provided is filled with the concentrated product. The dosage is determined using exchangeable nozzles in the suction tube. Connect the pistol grip to the water and evenly apply the foam solution over the area to be cleaned. The concentrate will automatically be diluted by the water pressure. After the exposure time, the concentrate reservoir can be removed and rinsed out using fresh water.

Product characteristics
- Can be used on all waterproof and chemical-resistant surfaces, particularly tiled walls, stainless steel, stone and ceramic surfaces
- Efficient application of cleaning solution on large areas, economic to use
- Clean and rinse with one device
- Works using the Venturi effect with no electrical auxiliary energy
- Dosing range: approx. 1 – 8% (depending on the nozzle used)
- Produces a stable cleaning foam, specially designed for cleaning vertical surfaces
- The most common foam products in the DR. SCHNELL range include MILIIZID, PEROCID, GASTRO PUR, SUPER PUR, PETRA and PERO SCHAUM (observe separate product information sheets). Contact your DR. SCHNELL expert advisor in the event of specific queries about other products.

Note
All products must be used with cold water. Never inhale aerosols. Do not spray into face or eyes. Wear personal protective equipment suitable for the product you are using!

Technical information
Foam cannon
(including 2.8 l reservoir, pistol grip, suction tube and dosing nozzle) order No. 88011

Accessories
10m hose connection set order No. 88809
15m hose connection set order No. 88808
20m hose connection set order No. 88807